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BIRMINGHAM DISABILITY RIGHTS GROUP

c/o 33, Cyril Road,
Birmingham B 10.

Tel. (021) 773 8409

Mineworkers Supporters With disabilities

Oear Comrades,

On behalf of a number of act^v-e suooorters of the N.U.M. who

have disabilities, I want to inform you of our intention to build

an organisation called Mineworkets SuDoorters With Disabilities.

We understand that the N.U.Mi is fighting to defend jobs and

communities but at the same timet it is giving a lead to our class
as a whole. \ defeat would enable Thatcher to increase her attacks

uoon us all, therefore, as oeoole with disabilities we want to

i^j ensure that victory is for our class not hers. Victory to the N.U.M. I
Other sections of our class,;(women, blacks, youth, lesbians, gays,

etc.,) have already come togethej: beljind this crucial struggle. While

many individuals with disabilities have been involved, we have not been

viewed as a group with a common identify or cause; this should be

changed.

Too often in oast industrial disoutes the Tory media have used

the idea of the "old, sick and disabled" to attack trade unionists

in action. This dirty callous trick attemots to line peoDle with

disabilities alongside the Tories. We must reject this reactionary

prooaaanda - we want to be able to demonstrate whose side we are

really on. The links between the N.U.M. and oeoDie with disabilities

are manv:

***The mining industry is dangerous and many miners develop

disabilities.

***The Tories have attacked peode with disabilities in the mining

communities in many ways during this strike:

*DHSS refused grant to bury a child with a disability

"♦Another child had its soecial diet allowance denied

*Tory judges stole the money belonging to South Wales miners

with disabilities.

We must disnei the myth that we are apolitical or have no role

to day in building our future. Many within our own class ignore us

or believe we are incaoable of productive action. Now is the time

to orove them, the media and the Tories wrong: we are a force to .

be reckoned with.
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What Can We Do? t

If we form the M.S.W.Q. there are a number of tasks that

we could set ourselves :

1) To forge links between people with disabilities inside

and outside the mining communities. Isolation and lack of support

amonst us has often prevented the development of positive activity.

2) To produce information, badges, postcards etc., to raise

money for the N.U.M. and to increase the profile of people with

disabilities in this dispute.

3) To consider national solidarity activity by people with

disabilities and to add a new element to this dispute.

A) To exolain why the attack upon the N.U.M. is also an

attack upon oeople with disabilities and to publicise the activities

of Deople with disabilities in the dispute and solidarity action.

5) To ensure that people with disabilities have the opportunity

to particiDate in demonstrations, conferences and solidarity action.

What To Do Next

The ideas expressed above are just a few that we have had.

Perhaps you could think of others? To build the M.3.W.D. we need

to contact as many activists as possible. Write to us telling us:

i) what you have done during the dispute, what you feel you could do,

what further suDport you need to support the N.U.M., or anything

you like.to suggest to us.

Who To Contact

Write to:

Mineworkers Suooorters With Disabilities
c/o Trade Union Resource Centre Limited
7 Fredrick Street
Birmingham 31 3H-

Yours in Solidarity,

Bob Findlay
(Secretary of 3.D.R.G.)
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